The Pitu de Caleya is a giant, free range chicken that is bred in
Asturias in the north of Spain. It is the basis of a famous dish
cooked in the local cider and it is also a prized and handsome bird
that many proud Asturians keep in their gardens. Adopted Asturian
and artist, Henry Iles has created this drawing based on an old
engraving of the Pitu, for a range of pastel coloured tableware.
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PITU EUCALYPTUS CUTTING BOARDS
Our cutting boards can be used to prepare
food on or as tablets to serve food. They are
made from sustainable eucalyptus board
with a full melamine surface on each side.
They are heat resistant to 145 degrees and
they are scratch and stain resistant. Wipe

clean with a damp cloth. They have a hole in
the handle for hanging and display.
The Pitu cutting boards measure 29.5cm x
21.5cm and are 4.8mm thick and available in
3 designs.

BLUE – PI-CBRE-BL

GREEN – PI-CBRE-GR

PINK – PI-CBRE-PI

YELLOW – PI-CBRE-YE

PITU EUCALYPTUS TABLE MATS
These brightly coloured Pitu table mats will make
your dining table a joyous riot of colour. They are
made from sustainable eucalyptus with a durable
melamine coating and baize backing. They

YELLOW – PI-TMR28-YE

PINK – PI-TMR28-PI

withstand temperatures of up to 140 degrees
and can be wiped clean. 38 x 29 cm. Sold in
single pieces with clear plastic packaging.

GREEN – PI-TMR28-GR

BLUE – PI-TMR28-BL

PITU EUCALYPTUS COASTERS
Pitu coasters are made from eucalyptus
board from sustainable sources, coated with
durable melamine and backed with a luxurious
baize to protect tables. The coasters are heatproof,
can withstand temperatures up to 140ºC and can
be wiped clean.

Sizes and packaging available:
The coasters are 10cm diameter, and come in
a kraft presentation box of four. They are also
available in a presentation gift tin that holds up to
8 coasters.

PI-COR-BL

PI-COR-PI

PI-COR-GR

PI-COR-YE

PITU ROUND TIN
These round metal tins make
a perfect souvenir or gift. Also
offered as a gift packaging option
for up to 12 coasters.They are made
from solid metal and measure 12cm
diameter and 6cm high.
PI-RMT-1
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